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Some students from Friedrich-Schiller Gymnasium and Herder Gymnasium took part in a trip to 

London from osth to 10th of September. 

At first a bus brought us to England. Nobody forgot the papers, so we were lucky. In England we've 

visited the Dover castle at first. Everybody had a problem with crossing astreet because of another 

traffic-system. Then we were taken by the bus to Canterbury to see the Canterbury Tales. 

Fortunately everybody survived and we get to our host family. After a quick dinner and shower, we 

went to bed because we were really tired of the not-sleeping in the bus. 

We actually wanted to travel by tube in London on Tuesday, but the tubes were striking, so we had 

no chance to do this. Unfortunately there was a big traffic jam in London, because of this strike. So it 

took about 2 hours to get to London. After getting there, we had a short break for using wc. Then we 

had a sightseeing -tour with our bus. We got some real interesting information about London. We 

wanted to visit the St. Paul's Cathedral, but unfortunately there was a military air-force meeting. So 

we couldn't do this, but we had therefore a longer free-time for shopping or whatever in London. 

After this free-time the bus took us back "home". In the bus we listened to a Clubbers-Guide 2009 CD 

from Mr. Fleck. It was really cool, that he bought this CD, because it's one of my favourites too. 

On Wednesday we visited the Windsor Castle. We get some audio-guides and had "free-time" for the 

sightseeing with these guides. It was a lot of walking but actually quite interesting. Then we were 

taken by the bus to London aga in, because we wanted to see a musical. But before that we had a 

short free-time because we got there a bit earlier. Some people saw the "King Lion" and some (just 

like me) prefered "Dirty Dancing". It was nice, but we were not so excited, we anticipated more. Back 

on the road we had a little London tour at night. It was amazing. London is so romantic and pretty at 

night. But everybody was really ti red because of this hard day. 

On Thursday we were taken to the London Tower. This day we used the tube a lot. We had a free

time again. Some of the students went shopping, but we decided to to spend our time differently, so 

we visited a museum. We had a lot of fun there, because of some funny experiments. It was really 

amazing there. After this we went to London's Dungeon and another group of our students went to 

Madame Tussaud's. I anticipated, that Dungeon will be really scary, but actually it wasn't at all. But 

though I had a lot of fun. Then it was time to return to Pirna. And our amazing trip was over. 

This trip was one of my best ones. I had a lot of fun and I saw many amazing things in London. I'm 

really happy, that I could be there and enjoy this trip. I can only recommend it! 


